Honda del sol roof

The Honda del Sol is a 2-seater targa top car manufactured by Honda in the s. The Spanish
name del Sol translates to of the sun , and refers to the car's opening roof. It featured a
removable hardtop that stowed in the trunk and a retractable rear window. Production and sales
ended with the model in the U. The del Sol was first introduced to Japan, Europe, and North
America in for the model year. Despite the body resemblance to a mid-engined car design, the
del Sol shared a front-engined design with the contemporary Honda Civic. The "Si" called the
"ESi" in Europe model came standard with a 1. Depending on model and market, the options
included a rear spoiler , custom floor mats, an automatic transmission , power steering, heated
mirrors, front fog lights â€” models only , traction control system JDM only , limited slip
differential JDM only , and air conditioning. An option available in Japan and Europe was the
TransTop, an electric mechanism which retracted the targa top into the trunk via a push of a
button. The roof is operated by flicking two catches above the windows, then holding down a
button. The trunk lid raises vertically and two arms extend into the targa top. After locking the
lid to the arms, the arms pull the targa into the trunk lid, which lowers back down with the roof
inside. The open process is reversed for the closure and return of the targa top. Number of del
Sols sold in the United States by calendar year: [7]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
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a few screws so that the targa top fits more snugly as the roof of your car. I'll look for the article
and see if I can find it. Heres a thread where BDS posted info about tightening the top to make it
more water-tight and also stiffen your chassis:. I dunno what results you'll be looking at from it,
as I've never done it. My sol is a 95, so it's the first year with fixed seals in the roof. Once you do
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accept. When you get a Honda del Sol SiR, you're already getting something peculiar. A
right-hand-drive, Japan-only version of what's basically a targa-roof Civic, but one that sends
hp to its front wheels. Even the capitalization used in "del Sol SiR" is offbeat. Yet all of that
pales in comparison to the mind-boggling audacity Honda mustered to fit this hotted-up
economy car with the strangest power top of all time. Welcome to You Must Buy , our daily look
at the cars you really should be buying instead of that boring commuter sedan. It was called the
TransTop and offered only in Europe and Japan. Rather than a traditional convertible which
uses a retracting metal structure covered in cloth or metal, the actual top of the del Sol
TransTop didn't contain any folding components. Instead, a mechanism in the body structure
just popped the top up a few inches. That allowed the giant, robotic mess behind the cockpit to
work its magic. A large box pops straight up a few feet above the trunk, rising to meet the height
of the popped-up targa top. Then massive mechanized tongs extend out of the contraption and

skewer the targa top. The tongs pull the top back into the big box, at which point the arm that
lifted the box retracts back into the trunk. Conceptualizing that mechanical nightmare isn't easy;
I suggest watching the video to get an idea of how it all works. Shop Now. Naturally, this
horribly complicated first-generation system isn't known for being particularly reliable. No
vehicle offers a better combination of arbitrarily capitalized letters. You won't find a weirder
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Flaps. Honda Del Sol Spoiler. Shop for Honda Del Sol Parts. The first Honda Del Sol was
introduced in in Japan and the United Kingdoms and in the United States as a 2-seater,
front-engine, and front-wheel drive 2-door roadster. In , the available trim levels became base S
and upscale Si. Base Del Sol S model was powered by a 1. Both engines were fitted along with
either a 4-speed automatic transmission or a 5-speed manual transmission. North American Del
Sol stopped production since As a Targa top vehicle, which is a semi-convertible car body style
with a removable roof section and a full width roll bar behind the seats, Honda Del Sol is quite
popular among car enthusiasts. What could not avoid is that it will wear and tear and appear
problems like these: First, engine performance suffers. As engine condition can often be seen
as the preview of the whole vehicle's condition, so Honda Del Sol engine issues were put
forward by many Del Sol drivers. They told that as accumulation of mileage, they can gradually
hear squealing or loud knocking noise from the front of the vehicle and smell burning oil smell
after finding the vehicle was gulping oil, the engine also performed worse so that losing power
while acceleration and experiencing hard starting or no starting, sometimes overheating. Once
Check Engine Light in your Honda Del Sol comes on, rod bearing, oil filter, drive belt, water
pump, timing cover, valve cover gasket, and oil pan gasket could be the reason, so check them
thoroughly first. Second, suspension failure. You will know the importance of a well-functioned
suspension system after suffering from unpleasant driving experience brought by excessive
vibration. In Honda Del Sol, drivers normally found the suspension failure would show
symptoms as poor handling due to shaky or loose steering wheel, steering pulling to the left or
right unintentionally, audible grinding noises while turning and severely damaged front tires
and brakes. In general, these signs could be attributed to the Del Sol control arm, shock and
strut member, control arm bushing and coil spring insulator. However, apart from above
mentioned auto parts, some other parts in Honda Del Sol also should get maintained in a
regular basis. Emblem would fall off, hood latch would unlatch, headlight switch and window
regulator would go wrong, so for your Honda Del Sol's overall quality, please perform routine
maintenance on them. If you have concern about high price of OEM parts, then you have come
to the right place. All these OEM Del Sol parts have greater assurance of quality, reliability and
durability than aftermarket parts, as they all are covered by the manufacturer's warranty,
hassle-free return policy and fastest delivery service. So starting your pleasant shopping
journey now! Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. For more information
go to It is a two-seater, front-engine, front wheel drive, semi-convertible sedan based on a
miniature Civic platform. Honda has stopped producing Del Sols since and can be a rare find
right now. However, a well-maintained and renewed Del Sol can be a delight to drive. Being a
two-door roadster and a semi-convertible, it gives off a Sporty vibe that can appeal to the young
market. Here are some tips on how to care for your Honda Civic Del Sol:. Clean the hard top as
you would clean the rest of the body by using a mild, natural non-detergent shampoo. Be sure
to rinse the top thoroughly as any cleaners left exposed may hasten color fading. It's also best
to use a soft microfiber cloth when wiping. The Honda Civic Del Sol is a relatively old model.
Hence, if it has been years since you last gave your Del Sol cabin a makeover, then now is
probably the right time to do it. Remove the inner and outer door panels, and give your car and
thorough vacuuming. Use a solvent or a cleaning solution to scrub the more delicate inside
parts. Change the seat upholstery as it has likely gathered mold and mildew. Depending on the

condition, the seats might even need to be entirely replaced. Check whether the gauges are still
intact or now falling off the dashboard. You can also consider upgrading the sound system so
you can enjoy more modern sound amenities like a media file player, CD player, etc. To make
the most out of this two-door, targa top roadster, it's good to prime up its exteriors. Of course it
may mean a new paintjob, but it is actually more than that. Depending on the condition, it may
warrant the stripping of all the body panels down to the bare metal to remove traces of the old
paint. This can be done using chemical treatments or sandblasting. Afterwards, the
stripped-down panels should be coated in a grey epoxy primer before they will be repainted
piece by piece and placed back on the car. If some panels prove to be completely stricken with
rust, consider replacing them completely. In order to make your Del Sol run as new, an engine
tune up must also be done. If it has been a long time since you have last done an oil flush, then
its time to do it now. You can also do it for the brake, coolant and transmission fluids as well.
Check the fuel pumps, the carburetors, the cylinder heads and the compressors. Determines
which parts must be restored or replaced. For many years now, Honda has had a reputation of
making the finest examples of automobiles in the world. The Civic del Sol is one such example
wherein Honda enters into a niche with a car that can wow the competition. A 2-seater, front
engine, semi-convertible with a targa top, the del Sol was a classy and beautiful little car that
took the American market by storm. Though it actually debuted in Japan in , the Civic del Sol
only reached American shores a year after. Here it was sold in two trim levels: the S and the Si.
The S was the base model, and the one most closely related to its Japanese predecessors. This
base model came with a 1. The Si was the up-level model intended for those in the market for
something that was above basic. With a 1. The Civic del Sol saw a great deal of improvement in
â€”beginning with a simplified naming convention. The Civic tag was dropped, and the car was
referred to simply as the del Sol. It still put out horsepower but was more efficient than its
predecessor. The targa top that always accompanied every del Sol saw a redesign to improve
the seals. Anti-lock braking also became standard to the del Sol this year. Not one to slacken
the pace, Honda introduced yet another slew of improvements for the del Sol in The B16a3
introduced just a year before was immediately replaced with the B16a2 which was wholly similar
to the engine that preceded it with the difference being slightly less torque output. More
sweepingly, all del Sol variants got 1. Last and most impressive, the del Sol came equipped with
an OBD-II Emission control system to comply with rising demand for greener cars. Sadly, the
del Sol eventually got overtaken by other Honda designs but never really was forgotten as its
influences can be seen in many other Honda cars up to today. Removable Roof Issues Probably
the most frequent problem that is unique to the del Sol is with its removable roof. The roof is
known to be the source of wind noise, squeaks, and other odd noises as well as water leaks on
the sides and the front top corner of both windows. Cleaning the seals with a rubber protectant
often solves the problem, although in more extreme cases, it might require the removal and
replacement of the weatherstripping. Del Sol brake rotors have also been known to warp over
time, leading to severe vibrations especially when braking. In such cases the rotors will have to
be machined or, if the discs have become too thin, replaced with new ones. Take note that
replacing the brake rotors of the del Sol will also require the replacement of the calipers.
Rattling noises in the dashboard and engine area may also be caused by faulty engine mounts.
Replacing the engine mounts with new ones typically fixes these issues. Replacement of the
leaking components is necessary, as simply plugging in the leaks is not as effective and the
seal will give way over time. Cleaning the evaporator with bleach effectively kills the mold, but if
the smell stays the same, the evaporator itself may need replacing. We've Made a Site Update.
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